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Roj Women’s Association campaigns to improve the lives of women
in Kurdish regions and communities of the world. Kurdish women
are subject to double discrimination as a result of their gender and
of their ethnicity. Our aim is to further their rights and to expand
the opportunities available to them by means of drawing attention
to the factors that shape their struggle and of advocating for the
necessary changes to overcome them.
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Roj Women’s Association: who are we?
Roj Women Association’s is a London-based organization formed in 2004 by a
group of refugee Kurdish women from Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Syria who realized
how discriminated and disempowered their women peers were in London. In
their countries of origin Kurdish women are also subject to double discrimination as a result of their gender and of their ethnicity. Roj Women has a two-fold
mission.
Through our advocacy work we aim to improve the lives and to expand the opportunities available to women living in Kurdish regions of the world. We engage
in lobbying and campaigning to raise awareness around the political factors that
shape their struggle among policy makers and the general public. Through our
community work we aim to empower Kurdish women living in the Diaspora in
London where their numbers are estimated to be around 50.000.
Currently, the main focus of our work is violence against women whether this
violence is perpetrated by family or community members or by State security
forces.
Roj Women’s Association counts with a full-time coordinator assisted by two
volunteers. Additionally, there are three psychotherapists and two advisors in
the team, as well as Trustees who contribute to carry out the organization’s activities while managing the staff and making decisions related to strategy.
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Donors and partners
Roj Women Association is very grateful for the financial support, both from
individual donors, and from trusts and funds.

Maypole Fund
Money from
Women for Women

Big Lottery Fund

Lipman Miliband Trust
For Socialist education
and research

We are equally grateful to our partners:

Nafsiyat
Intercultural
Therapy Centre

HALKEVI
Kurdish & Turkish
Community Centre

KSSO at the School of Oriental and
African Studies (SOAS)

Kurdish
Community Centre

Telgraf
Turkish and
Kurdish newspaper

We also thank the office of Jean Lambert Green MEP and the Programme for
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights for their financial and technical support.
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Our campaigns and concerns
During this year our lobbying and campaigning work have focused on Kurdish
women living in Turkey.
One of our campaigns, ‘Implement Turkish Action Plan to combat Violence
against Women’ calls for the Turkish government to assign a budget to the National Action Plan (NAP) to combat violence against women and to develop a
comprehensive monitoring system with specific benchmarks and timelines so
that women’s rights organizations can hold the government accountable. The
NAP already envisions a great number of measures that, if implemented, would
surely have an enormous impact; yet without a budget or human resources assigned to it, implementation is very difficult. Moreover, without a monitoring
system with against which progress can be measured and good practice identified, the NAP remains solely a document of good intentions.
The second on-going campaign, ‘Stop Violence against Women perpetrated by
security forces in Turkey’, raises awareness around the appalling abuses perpetrated on women who are arrested for their political activism, particularly in
South East Turkey in the context of an armed-struggle. 1,400 applications of
women victims of sexual abuse while in custody have been made within the last
10 years: nearly 90% cited political or war related reason as causes for their arrest.
In addition to our two on-going campaigns, Roj Women’s Association also endorses and supports the Kurdish Women’s Movement annual campaign, as
members of the movement. ‘No! To the women massacre!’ campaign raises
awareness on the multidimensionality of the violence experienced by Kurdish
women in Syria, Iran, Iraq and Turkey. The intersection of honor-based cultures
and systematic State’s oppression of Kurdish rights are indeed lethal for Kurdish
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women. This campaign intends to break the ‘normalization’ of Kurdish women’s
oppression by society and States.
Other relevant issues of concern have been picked up as they have emerged
throughout this year. One of these emergent and key issues for the advancement of Kurdish women’s rights has been the denial of the Turkish Government
to act responsibly in the face of an increasing number of mass graves being
opened in the South East of Turkey. The bodies of people killed in the clashes
and of people abducted by security a force during the 90’s buried in these mass
graves. As of February 2011, 26 mass graves excavated and 176 people’s bones
have been discovered. Other issues Roj Women has rallied and protested against
is the arrest of political women prisoners in Iran.
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Our activities and achievements for the
2010/2011 financial year
Roj Women’s Association conducts lobbying, research and dissemination as
part of our advocacy work. We also organize events, provide services for the
community and endeavor to continue building the capacity of other women’s
organizations based in South East Turkey and the Western Balkans.

1. Lobbying and advocacy
We have participated in United Nations, European Union, Turkish and British
policy-making forums to influence decision-making that affects Kurdish women in Turkey. These are, among other, some of the outputs and achievements:
•
A shadow report for the review of the Turkish Government under the UN
International Convention against Torture (CAT) submitted in November 2010.
Crucially, the CAT Committee recognized violence against women perpetrated
by State actors as a differentiated type of violence from that perpetrated by
relatives and the community in its Concluding Observations and, thus, endorsed
Roj Women’s Association’s demands to tackle this hideous abuse.
•
A shadow report for the review of the Turkish Government under the UN
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ESCR) submitted
in March 2011. Roj Women’s Association sent a delegation of Kurdish women
to lobby members of the ESCR Committee in May. The delegation succeeded in
bringing the specific concerns of Kurdish women to the attention of the meeting
and their recommendations were included in the final Concluding Observations.
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•
Several meetings with members of the European Parliament for London
and with members of relevant Committees such as the EU-Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee and the Women’s Rights and Gender Equality Committee
took place to ensure the specific plight of Kurdish women is considered and
addressed in their actions.
•
An amendment to the a draft motion for a resolution on Turkey’s 2010
progress report, tabled by the Foreign Affairs Committee of the European Parliament, was submitted to reflect Roj Women’s demands to address the shortcomings of Turkish policies to tackle violence against women.
•
Numerous lobbying letters have been exchanged with the Directorate on
the Status of Women and the Secretariat for EU Affairs of the Turkish, as well
as with members of the British House of Lords and Foreign and Commonwealth
Office through which Roj Women’s Association has gathered key intelligence for
the advancement of its campaigns and urged decision-makers to take relevant
steps to address issues of concern for Kurdish women’s rights in a number of
countries.

2. Research and dissemination
Roj Women has endeavored to keep the general public informed by producing
research and reports that are easily accessible.
Our website, www.rojwomen.com, is a hub not only for resources of third parties and Roj Women’s reports, but also of news related to Kurdish women and
their rights, which are published on a regular basis. The website has received
more than 11,000 visits during this year and traffic is growing steadily. Brief
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summary reports of our campaigns (‘Implement Turkish Action Plan to combat
Violence against Women’ and‘Stop Violence against Women perpetrated by security forces in Turkey’) and a research report that identifies the unaddressed
needs of Kurdish women living in London (‘Empowering Kurdish women in London: a consultation on their needs‘) can be found in our website, among many
other resources.
Soon Roj Women’s Association will also make available the findings of a field
research conducted in South East Turkey in March. A delegation of researchers
met with thirty women human rights defenders. The purpose of this research
is to document their experiences as victims of violence perpetrated by security
forces as a consequence of their activism. We heard how their cases are being or
have been treated by the judiciary and how do they think international solidarity
should support them.
We also make use of e-lists and media to reach wider audiences, particularly
Kurdish women.

3. Events
Roj Women’s Association has organized a series of seminars that explore the
intersection of patriarchy and militarism in Kurdish regions of the world and its
impact on women. More than two hundred people have attended these seminars.
The first round of seminars took place in November 2010 as part of the ’16 Days
of Activism against Violence against Women’ global campaign. Renown Turkish and Kurdish feminists Sevim Korkmaz Dinc, Nevzat Suer Sezgin and Evrim
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Yilmaz were the panelists on this occasion. The seminars targeted members of
the Kurdish community in London and were thus organized at the Kurdish Community Centre in Haringey and at the Alevi Community Centre in Hackney.
On the occasion of International women’s Day in 2011 we organized two more
seminars on this same topic with Sevim Salioglu, Chair of the Human Rights
Association in Ankara, and Sawsan Salim, Director of the Kurdish and Middle
Eastern Women’s Rights Organisation, as panelists. The School of Oriental and
African Studies and the Kurdish Community Centre in Haringey hosted them.
Also, as it is tradition, Roj Women’s Association organized a Kurdish Women’s
Festival in London in June 2010: a three days long festival which included a
speech by Kurdish MEP Fatma Kurtalan as well as seminars and various entertainment activities.

4. Service provision and community work
Roj Women’s Association undertakes community development in London, where
thousands of Kurdish women migrated and keep migrating. Our aim is to address the impending empowerment needs of this considerably large and invisible minority group. Implied in this goal are progress towards more balanced
gender power relations within this community and their integration in the political, economic and social realms of London’s life.
Throughout the year we make available free courses in the Kurdish Community
Centre in Haringey to women. These include parenting classes; self-development workshops; literacy, numeracy and ESOL classes; Kurdish folk dancing;
women choir, and hands crafts courses.
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Additionally, from March 2011, Roj Women’s Association launched new services
to address violence against women within the Kurdish community in London.
We provide free, culturally sensitive general and legal advice as well as individual counseling (up to 18 sessions) for Kurdish women who face gender based
violence whether this is manifested as domestic violence, forced marriage or
honor based violence. Referrals can be made from any London borough. These
are women-only services provided in Turkish, Arabic and the Kurdish dialects of
Kurmanci and Sorani.

5. Organizational capacity-building
During this year Roj Women’s Association members, volunteers and Trustees
have attended several trainings. We are thankful to the networks that support
the capacity-building of our organization, and in particular to the Women’s Resource Centre, to Women in Development Europe (WIDE), to the Small Charities
Coalition and to Evelyn Oldfield Unit, all of which Roj Women’s Association is
member.
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